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The things I always
said I’d do...
By DiTC member Josh Chamberlain
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e’ve all been in positions where we’ve
said “when I’m older I’ll always do (insert
aspirational goal here)”. Unfortunately, as
with everything, the reality can be a little different
to expectation. But for me, reflecting on those
things that I’ve “always said I’d do’ is an important
part of growing and learning both as a person and
professionally.
I always said I’d be nice to whoever is junior to me
(mostly). I always said I’d buy coffees for my whole
team (but the Auckland housing market is so competitive). I always said I’d teach as much as possible. I
said I’d take time for nurses to voice their concerns.
I said I’d always ring for help if I needed it. I said
I wouldn’t be unreasonable in my requests (this is
subjective though). I said I’d take time with patients.
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Lots of the things I said were aspirational goals but just revisiting them
over the last few weeks has changed the way I’ve acted and responded to
situations in a positive way. The systems, the workload and the stress can
easily beat the ‘I’ve always saids’ out of us… If we let them.
I don’t want to forget all these things. I want to be a doctor that the
medical student me would have liked and respected. Unfortunately I don’t
live up to that all the time, but having it as a goal is something that will
only make me better.
I’ve recently started as a registrar and it has been the most challenging
thing that I’ve done, but also one of the most rewarding. You have a real
bearing on inpatient management plan and careful work with patients on
the ward determines their stay in hospital and the success or otherwise
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of treatments. It has taken my first run before the burden of that new
responsibility became familiar enough to allow me to peep out and look
back on some of the things I said I’d always do.
Now starting my second run I can tackle a lot of the problems that
seemed insurmountable in my first run, I can deal with the little things
as they are—little. Looking back on the things I always said I’d do and
trying to make them a reality now connects me to the goals and passion I
had as a student doctor when I made those statements.
Even in the process of reflecting I can see things I want to ‘always do’
from senior doctors. No doubt in future I’ll look back on them too. But for
now, going into this next run, I’ll keep it more simple: coffees are on me.

